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1. Introduction 
If M is an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold then it is well known that the (local) existence of 
a hermitian structure I compatible with the orientation imposes constraints on the selfdual part 
\,V+ of the Weyl tensor of M (see for example [7]). More precisely, such hermitian structures 
must necessarily be roots of W+ thought of as a real quartic polynomial (W+ lives in the 
spin bundle S3 V+ while almost hermitian structures are sections of the twistor space PV+ 1. In 
particular, if M admits three independent hermitian structures with the same orientation then 
it is half conformally flat, that is, W+ = 0. The same happens if there are two anticommuting 
hermitian structures on M since their composition is again hermitian. But W, = 0 implies 
that the twistor space PV+ is integrable [l] so locally M admits a whole family of hermitian 
structures parametrised by the germs of holomorphic functions in two variables (hermitian 
structures on M are parametrised by complex submanifolds of the twistor space, transversal 
to the fibres). If, on the other hand, W+ is nontrivial then there are at most two (modulo sign) 
candidates for hermitian structures compatible with the orientation on M. A natural question 
arises: does the existence of two compatible hermitian structures imply that W, = O? In other 
words, we are asking whether there exist 4-dimensional metrics which admit locally prc~ci.rrl~ 
two independent compatible hermitian structures. The aim of this note is to present a simple 
proof of existence of such metrics. We shall exhibit metrics of this type on four-dimensional tori. 
Conventions. For brevity, we shall say that two almost hermitian structures 1, J are indepen- 
dent if I,, # &J., for all x E M; an almost hermitian structure is said to be compatible if it has 
the same orientation as M. Hermitian means ‘almost hermitian and integrable.’ Riemannian 
J-manifolds which admit precisely two independent compatible hermitian structures will be 
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called doubly-hermitian. Finally, we emphasize again that questions dealt with in this paper are 
of local nature. 
2. Deforming the flat metric 
Let us consider the complex manifold A4 = C* with complex coordinates (ZI , ~21, orientation 
-dzl A dil A dzz A d& and with the metric 
gf = dzl Odil + fdz2 0 dZ2 (1) 
where f : C* -+ R ,O is a smooth strictly positive function. 
We let I denote the standard complex structure on M. If J is a compatible almost hermitian 
structure such that Z and J are independent hen there is a unique smooth complex valued 
function u : C2 + @ such that the space of (1, 0)-forms with respect to .I is spanned by 
a, = ii dzl - dZ2 and a2 = Ufdz2 +dil. (2) 
(The complex conjugate over u is introduced purely for convenience.) The reader familiar with 
the twistor language will guess that U is in fact a section of the twistor space M x CP’: the 
complex structure I corresponds to the section M x {oo} (see Appendix A). 
There is no need, however, to resort to twistor spaces here: in order to convince oneself that 
equations (2) do define an almost hermitian structure note that the annihilator of the l-forms 
5, = u d,f, - dzz and 62 = uf dZ2 + dzl is spanned by the vectors 
z1 = -ufal + a*, z2 = ua2 + a,, (3) 
where i& = a/&k and & = a/a& Since gf(Zi, Zj) = 0 for i, j E { 1, 2}, the 2-dimensional 
distribution (Zt , 22)~ (the complex linear span of Zt and Z2) is isotropic in T”M. Then 
- - 
TCM = (Z,, 22)~ a3 (ZI ,Z2)c 
and .I is determined by the property that the above is a decomposition into J-eigenspaces with 
eigenvalues +i and -i. Moreover, I and J have the same orientation since J is a smooth 
deformation of -I. This can be also verified by a direct calculation: 
a1 A ~5~ A a2 A a2 = (1 + f uii)* dz, A d.2, A dz2 A dZ2. 
With the vectors Zt and Zz at hand it is easy to establish when J is hermitian: this happens 
precisely when the distribution (Zt , 22)~ is integrable, that is, 
[Zl, z21 E (Zl> Z2)c . (4) 
We have 
El, z21 = [-ufa, + a24a2 + %] 
= (- ufalu + a2u)a2 + (ua2(uf) + &(q-))a, . 
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The above vector field has no components in ai and $2 so it must vanish, and the condition (4) 
is equivalent to the following system of equations: 
uf&u - &f = 0. 
( 5 :I 
u&(u,f) + i3, (u,f) = 0. 
Obviously, LI = 0 is a solution of (5) for any .f. This corresponds to the complex structure 
- I. The equations ‘do not see’ I since it comes from the section at infinity. On the other hand if 
M (corresponding to J) is a solution of the equations then so is - l/(,ffi) as it gives rise to -J 
According to what was said in the introduction, we have: 
Lemma 1. The metric gt dejned in (1) is doubly-hermitian if and only if (for ,fi.~ed .f’) the 
equation (5) has pwcisely two nonzero solutions in u. 
3. Examples of doubly-hermitian metrics 
Since we are only interested in explicit examples, we will solve the system (5) with the 
condition M = c = cons& c # 0. In this case it reduces to a single equation 
(cd2 + a,,,f‘ = 0 
which has solutions of the form 
,f(z:l, ~2) = h(L2 - c7.1) 
where 11 : C -+ lR>~~ is an arbitrary smooth function. To simplify things further, set c = -1 
(there is no loss of generality as one can get rid of nonzero c by redefining the coordinates z, 
and the function ,f‘). In this case 
i32.f = a, f. 
and 
.f’(::l. ~2) = h(z2 + 21). (6) 
Let us find now how many solutions system (5) can have. To do this note that it can be 
rewritten simply as [ Zi . 221 = 0, or 
z,u = 0, 
Z,(uJ‘) = 
(7) 
0. 
We will get more equations by differentiating the above: 
Z,Zz(uf) = 0. 
Since [Z,, 221 = 0, this is the same as 
222, (Lff) = 0. 
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Now expand this, remembering that Ziu = 0: 
0 = zzzt (uf) = Z,(uZ,f) = z*uz, f + UZZZif. (8) 
The idea is to get rid of the partial derivatives of U. From (7) we have Z2u = -(l/f> ~Zzf, 
so (8) gives 
U(fZ2Zl.f - Z2fZl.n = 0. (9) 
According to formula (3) 
Zlf = -u.f.f1 + fi, z2.f = uf2 + .fi, 
and, since Z2(~f) = 0, 
Z2Z1f= Z2(-uffi +fi> = -ufZ2fl +Zzfz 
= -U2ffi2 - Uffii + uf23 + fiz. 
The above can be used to expand (9); in order to make the result more compact, let pij denote 
the following determinant: 
where i, j E { 1,2, 1, 2). Then (9) can be written as 
u( - u2fP12 + u(P2j - fP,i) + Piz) = 0. (10) 
Let us consider functions f which satisfy (6). In this case f2 = fi = hi and fi = fi = hi, 
so all pij which appear in (10) are equal to the determinant hh,, - h,hi. This can be written 
simply as h2aa In h. As a result (10) gives 
~(1 - uf)(l + U) aaln h = 0. (11) 
It is clear that, unless 88 In h = 0, the system (5) can only have solutions u = 0, u = -1, 
or u = l/f. We know that these actually are solutions of (5) with f given by (6) so, from 
Lemma (l), we get the following simple 
Proposition 2. Let h : C --f IR,~ be such that it does not sati.@ the equation 
aa In h = 0, (12) 
and let f (z1,22) = h(z2 + 21). Then the metric gf defined by (1) is doubly-hermitian. 
Note that 88 In h = 0 (i.e., In h is a harmonic function) iff W+ = 0; for the metrics of 
type (1) this means that also W_ = 0 so the solutions of (12) give conformally flat metrics. 
Example 3. Consider h(z) = 2 + cos(z + 2). Then (12) evaluates to -2 cos(z + Z) - 1 so the 
corresponding metric gf is doubly-hermitian. Moreover, both gf and the complex structures 
u = 0 and u = - 1 are periodic so they define a doubly-hermitian structure on the 4-dimensional 
torus c2/2nz4. 
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Remark 4. Rather than looking for the obstructions to integrability of (5) one could calculate 
the W, part of the Weyl tensor directly from the metric gf. We chose a different approach in 
order to avoid tedious computations. In fact it is known that the obstruction to integrability of 
an almost hermitian structure on a 4-manifold does give W+ (see [5, Ch. 3]), so we did compute 
W, after all. (The polynomial (10) is cubic rather than quartic since we chose the coordinates 
on the twistor space in such a way that one of the roots of W+ lies at infinity.) 
Remark 5. If W+ has double roots then there is at most one (modulo sign) hermitian structure 
compatible with the orientation. One can get explicit examples of such ‘one-hermitian’ metrics 
by choosing the function ,f so that pi2 = 0 and the polynomial (10) does not vanish. Fat 
example set ,f’ = ;I + Zt This gives a metric which admits one independent compatible 
hermitian structure in each orientation. 
Another class of examples can be obtained from the following well-known result (cf. [ 3. Pro- 
position 21 and the references therein): For a Kahlerian 4-manifold the tensor W+ (thought of 
as an endomorphism of A:T*M) has multiple eigenvalues (this means that W+ E S’V+ has 
multiple roots). For example consider @p” with the Fubini-Study metric and the orientation 
compatible with the standard Kahler structure. It follows that the standard complex structure on 
@F’ is the unique (up to sign) hermitian structure compatible with the Fubini-Study metric. (Of 
course the Fubini-Study metric, being antiselfdual, admits locally many hermitian structures 
with opposite orientation.) 
For more results concerning existence of complex structures on symmetric spaces see [ 21 
and [4]. 
The condition # spec ,, , < 2 (i.e., W+ has multiple roots) was extensively studied in [ 3 1. FOI 
example it is shown that if M is Einstein (or, more generally, the divergence SW+ vanishes) 
then the condition is equivalent to M being locally conformally Kahlerian. Interestingly, for 
Einstein manifolds the existence of a compatible hermitian structure already implies that W_ 
has multiple roots, see [6] and [5, Ch. 31. 
Appendix A. Parametrizing hermitian structures 
Consider the vector space W = R4 with the standard metric dxt ’ + + dx4’ and with 
orientation dxl A . A dxl and denote by Z(W) the set of all hermitian structures on W 
compatible with the orientation. There are many equivalent descriptions of Z(W). for example 
one can identify W with quaternions W and then Z(W) is the 2-sphere of unit quaternions. More 
precisely, choose three complex structures I, J, K E Z(W) which satisfy the quaternionic 
relation IJ = -JZ = K.Then 
Z(W) = (cul + /?J + yK 1 a2 + ,6’ + y’ = 1; cy, ,5. y E R). (13) 
Another well known way is to use the spinor formalism. In what follows we use the notation 
from [ 71. Let us write (W*)’ = V+ ~3 V_ where V* are spin bundles with real symplectic forms 
qf and quaternionic structures j+ (so j, are anti-@-linear, and (,j+)’ = -1). The metric s 
can be expressed in terms of rj+ while the complex conjugation on (W*)’ is equal to ,j+ @ ,j_ 
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Choosing a hermitian structure Z on W is equivalent o a choice of a spinor u E V+ as this gives 
the decomposition 
(w*)” = ((V)c @ v-) @ ((i&a: @ v-) = At.0’ @ AhO.‘) 
into (1,O) and (0, 1)-forms. Here (v)@ denotes the complex vector space spanned by u, and V 
stands for j+(v) (similarly, for w E V_ we will write ul, to denote j_(w)). To be more explicit, 
we can write (with a choice of sections u, w such that q+(v, V) = q- (w, 69) = 1) 
AY.O) = (&I, dZ2)C, A(“,‘) = (di,, dZ2)@ ” 
with 
&I = v @ w, dz2 = v @I W, 
djl = V @ W, dZ2 = -6 @I w. 
Since Z(W) = P(V+) 2 0’ we can introduce an affine coordinate c on Z(W) in such a 
way that I is the point at infinity. Then every hermitian structure J # I compatible with the 
orientation corresponds to the spinor 
v’=[c: l]=cv+V 
with unique c E C. Note that c = 0 corresponds to the complex structure -I. In general, 4 
corresponds to j+ (v’) so it is given by the complex number - 1 /C. Finally, the (1 , 0)-forms for 
J can be written as 
cl = (cv + i;) @ w = cdz, - dZ2, 
52=(cv+i9@tij=cdz2+d~,. 
The above can be applied to the metric (l), we just have to normalize dz2 and d&-this involves 
resealing them by f ‘/2 We see that the (1,O) forms for J are spanned by . 
,f -“2c, = cf -Iv2 dz, - dZ2, c2 =cf1’2dz~+dZ,. 
and one gets (2) simply by changing the notation (take U = ~f-i/~>. 
Appendix B. Compatible pairs of complex structures 
There is a simple algebraic invariant which can be used to detect if two complex structures 
I, I’ on W = IR4 form a compatible pair (i.e., they have the same orientation and there exists a 
metric g with respect to which Z and I’ are almost hermitian): 
Proposition 6. Two almost complex structures I, Z/form a compatible pair and are independent 
iff 
II’ + z’z = -2al (14) 
wherea E IWanda < 1. 
Proof. We will use the description of Z(W) given by formula (I 3). 
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(=+) We can choose J E Z(W) so that I J = -J I. Set K = Z J and write I’ as 
I’=aZ+j3J+yK (151 
with cy2 + ,8’ + y2 = 1. Since I and I’ are independent we have CY # *l so (Y’ -C 1. But 
ZJ = -JZ, ZK = -KZ, so (15) implies (14). 
(+) Now suppose that Z and I’ satisfy (14) with CY E (- 1. 1). Set /3 = ,/m and 
J = (1//3)(Z’-crZ).AdirectcalculationshowsthatJ2 = -1 andZJ = -JZ,soZ, Jtogether 
with K = Z J turn W into a Gl( 1, @-module. Since Gl( 1. W) is a subgroup of the conformal 
group one can define a unique conformal structure on W and then choose a metric with respect 
tc) which I. J, and K are hermitian-any nonzero vector II E W gives rise to an orthogonal 
basis u. Iv, Jv. Kv. It is easy to check in this basis that I and I’ have the same orientation. 
C 
Remark 7. (i) If I and Z’ form a compatible pair and are independent hen they determine the 
metric with respect to which they are hermitian, modulo conformal resealing. 
(ii) If Z and I’ are a compatible pair (with I, I’ not necessarily independent) then formula 
( 14) holds with a2 < 1, the equality being satisfied precisely when Z = *I’. But the converse 
is not true: write (in block-matrix form) 
I=(_: :). Ij=(A:l A,,> 
(here 0, 1, A are 2 x 2 matrices and A2 = -1). Then (14) is satisfied and a! = - 1 but I. I’ are 
not a compatible pair, and Z # fl’. 
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